
500 Men�
500 Oswego St, Victoria, Canada

(+1)2509407500 - https://www.oswegohotelvictoria.com/bar-500/

A comprehensive menu of 500 from Victoria covering all 18 menus and drinks can be found here on the menu.
For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website. What Carol

Ann Johnson likes about 500:
Wonderful meal ... AGAIN!! The selections are always tasty and well presented. Never disappointed and we were

happy to bring two couples with us this time. The 'first-timers ' were as impressed with their selections as well.
There is an accessible washroom (single room) which I believe is part of the hotel. Unfortunately, there are a few

things that need to be improved to make it friendlier. The hook mounted on the d... read more. The diner is
accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations. What Sigurd Gleason

doesn't like about 500:
Menus very small Only 5 wines on menu by bottle picked one was told is was being fazed out no stock? Salad
ordered was very fish could not eat. It. In fair they took off the bill Service for a 10 table restaurant and only 3

were filled was sporadic at best Wine was 75 bottle was opened and poured. No chance to taste or offer to taste
Follow up on courses after dropped was non existent Theses guys need some training !... read more. 500 from
Victoria is a relaxed café, where you can have a small snack or cake with a warm coffee or a hot chocolate, for

breakfast they serve a extensive breakfast here. Furthermore, you will find typical Italian dishes with tasty
classics like pizza and pasta, Moreover, the drinks menu of this gastropub offers a good and especially

comprehensive variety of beers from the region and the world that are definitely worth a try.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Appet�er�
FOCACCIA

Dinner Entrée�
LAMB SHANK

Bottle� of Win� & Water
BOTTLE OF WINE

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

Ingredient� Use�
SHRIMP

BACON

PRAWNS

GARLIC

SALMON

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

SALAD

FISH

PASTA

LAMB

BREAD
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Opening Hours:
Thursday 11:00-15:00 15:00-
20:00
Friday 11:00-15:00 15:00-20:00
Saturday 11:00-15:00 15:00-20:00
Sunday 11:00-15:00 15:00-20:00
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